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A great Professor 

though the course materials are tough, the instructor is excellent enough in explaining the issues. if the instructor 
provide some easy readings then the course will be good. 

Professor is very well organized and enthusiastic. He knows how to encourage students with his assessment and 
useful feedback which helps students in engaging and understanding the course better. I must admit he is one of the 
best Professor I have ever taken course in my studying. 

He is the best and best professor all over AUW. God bless him always. 

Professor teaches very well and gives regular feedback about our assignments. This is a very interesting course. I 
just think that he should discuss and explain more about the topics in class as the course materials and the readings 
are a bit tough to understand. 

Excellent professor. Gave very interesting lectures and was open to different ideas and opinions. 

He is the best professor in AUW I have seen so far. If he took all the courses of politics I would have changed my 
major to PPE. 

Overall. He is an excellent prfessor. He is friendly and at the same time sensior. But the the reading materials in 
class are quite hard than other courses. It would have been better to provide some easier materias which is 
understandable. 

Professor Herman is an amazing professor. The selection of subject material for class like readings, videos etc are 
very informative and interesting. His is very organized which helps students have less pressure towards the end of 
the semester. He is very helpful in his office hours. Students feel comfortable sharing their problems. Apart from his 
teaching skills he is extraordinarily nice to students outside class. He appropriates us and encourage us more. He is 
very humble and polite therefore, we feel comfortable sharing our problems. I want professor to be a little strict 
about students coming to class late. Although he has mention the attendance roles in the class yet students come to 
class late. if one student keep coming to class late he should send her a friendly email. Overall, This class was one 
of my best classes and I got to learn a lot from Professor and this class. 

Being a Biological Science Major, I had no knowledge about international laws, except some about politics. But this 
course has really made me think again about my interest. Prof. Salton is an excellent instructor, as he went beyond 
the readings and made it very easy for all of us to understand such hard topic. I am really grateful that I took the 
course and gained so much positive interest about it 


